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Dear Grade 2 Parents,  

 

Greeting from AIAS!  The school is now on its second term for this AY 2018-2019. As part of the 

curriculum content, our school is now introducing the next Interdisciplinary Project (IDP) for term 

2, an essential part in which the main objective is to design active linkages between fields of 

knowledge particularly in the areas of English, Math, and Science and Computer. The theme for Term 

2 is “Innovation for the Community.”  

 

This term 2, Grade 2 students will think innovatively of ways to take care of plants. Through this 

performance task, grade 2 students must take a conscious effort to grow and take care of plants as their 

contribution to humanity. 

 

How do children make their project in school? 

 Students will be grouped and will be doing online research about creative and innovative ideas 

on how to take care of  plants. Science teachers will introduce this concept to students. Students 

will do the projects in school. 

 Each group of students will conduct investigations about plants and will administer 

experiments on ways of taking care of plants based on their gathered information. They will do 

the experiment in Science classes. 

 Students shall prepare an investigation board with problem, hypothesis, results (from Math 

graph), and conclusions. These parts will be done in Science and English classes. 

 Students will measure the length of the stem, length of the leafs; plant them every week and 

using this data, they will make bar graph in their copy books. These shall be done in math 

classes. 

 Students will write descriptive paragraphs using simple language about their observation of the 

growth of plants using their data from the research about innovative ways of taking care of 

plants. English teachers will guide the students in making these. 

 

With your usual cooperation, support and enthusiasm to all the projects of AIAS, we will surely 

succeed in carrying out our humanitarian agendum of “Saving the Earth”.  

 

Thank you very much.  

 

Regards,  

 

 

MRS. JESSICA GRIFFIN  

Principal / School Director  


